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Introduction 

Purpose 

This document provides developer guidance for the Arrange Windows* PC Skill using the PC Skills 

Framework (PCSF) library. The Arrange Windows Skill allows users to arrange Windows applications on 

their desktop with voice commands.  The available arrangements and commands include:   

 Maximize or minimize any open window 

 Tile windows 

 Quadrants 

 Split screen, either side-by-side or top-and-bottom 

 Undo 

The targeted audiences include (but are not limited to) architects, designers, developers, and validation 
engineers. 

Scope 

The items that are in scope include: 

Arrange Windows PC Skill architecture diagram, this guide describes the arrange commands; each 

command description includes: 

 Intent and utterances creation for each Skill requirement  

 PC client application implementation  

 Code snippet 

 Screen shot 

Acronyms 

Acronym Meaning 

A4PC ‘Alexa for PC’ software for Windows* 

ASK Alexa Skills Kit 

AWS Amazon Web Services* 

PCSF PC Skills Framework 
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Acronym Meaning 

SQS Simple Queue Service 

 

 

References 
 

Consult these documents before creating a PC Skill: 

PC Skills AWS Setup Guide 

PC Skills Framework API Documentation 

  

https://software.intel.com/en-us/alexa-skills-for-pc
https://software.intel.com/en-us/alexa-skills-for-pc
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Architecture Diagram 
This diagram represents the architecture flow for the Arrange Windows PC Skill handler application 

using PCSF Client library. 

 

Operation flow 

1. User invokes the Skill using an Alexa device or A4PC application. 

2. The Skill gets mapped with intent and utterances defined in the AWS developer console.  

3. The Skill uses the routing translation layer to move the intent request to the PC without 

knowledge of the user or PC involved. 

4. The translation and routing component (usually running in AWS Lambda) uses the master client 

token to map the originating Alexa device to a specific PC Client SQS queue pair.   

5. The translation and routing layer bundles the intent and places it in the outbound queue.  Upon 

deposit, the PC Skill client’s long polling will return the bundled intent object as available 

queued data. The translation and routing layer does a long poll on the return SQS queue so it 

can be notified immediately upon handling of the intent. 

6. The Skill handler either uses the intent to affect the PC in some way or simply creates a 

contextual response. 
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7. The Skill handler function receives the slot values from the Request Body (AWS Lambda 

response). 

8. A list of currently open windows and their position information is prepared and saved (for later 

use by the Undo command). 

9. The name of the application/filename received from the request body is used to select the 

desired windows. 

10. Based on the command given (top and bottom/side by side/in quadrants, etc.), the new position 

of the selected window(s) is calculated, and the positioning information is applied to the 

selected window(s). 

11. For minimize/maximize, the command is applied on the selected window(s). 

12. For the Undo command, the information saved in step 8 is applied to the open windows for 

restoring to their original positions. 

13. The response is placed in the SQS return queue for consumption by the translation and routing 

layer. 

14. The routing and translation layer returns the response retrieved from the return queue to the 

Skill. 

15. The Skill’s response is uttered by the requesting Alexa device or A4PC application. 
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Arrange Windows – Maximize, Minimize, Tile, Undo  

 
The Maximize command will maximize the current (topmost) window or a specific application if named 

by the user. For example, a user may say, “Maximize Word,” and the Skill will maximize the open 

Microsoft Word window(s).  The user can also say, “Maximize all” to maximize all open windows. 

Intent  
First, create an intent in the AWS developer console (https://developer.amazon.com) that will contain 

the sample utterances. 

Intent Name: MinMaxTileUndoIntent 
 

Sample Utterances 
Create sample utterances shown, where {position} and {filename} will be replaced by the user’s spoken 

word. 

do {position} {filename} 

{position} {filename} 

 

Intent Slots 
The slot name and type defined in the AWS developer console site (https://developer.amazon.com) are 

below. 

https://developer.amazon.com/
https://developer.amazon.com/
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Name: filename 
Type: AMAZON.SoftwareApplication 
 
Name: position 
Type: LIST_OF_WIN_POSITIONS 
 
Details of Custom slots for LIST_OF_WIN_POSITIONS in the Json format 
 

{ 
                    "name": "LIST_OF_WIN_POSITIONS", 
                    "values": [ 
                        { 
                            "name": { 
                                "value": "Undo" 
                            } 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "name": { 
                                "value": "Tile" 
                            } 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "name": { 
                                "value": "Maximize" 
                            } 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "name": { 
                                "value": "Minimize" 
                            } 
                        } 
                    ] 
                } 
 

Handler Declaration 
Register the handler in which the request is being handled so that the framework calls the respective 

intent handler when the corresponding intent is triggered. It is being declared as below: 

 
private static Dictionary<string, Func<ManageWindowsPosition, string, string, string, string>> 
RequestHandlers = 
            new Dictionary<string, Func<ManageWindowsPosition, string, string, string, string>>() 
            { 

. 

. 
{ "MinMaxTileUndoIntent",  ((thisObj, target, topic, requestbody) => 
thisObj.MinMaxTileUndo(target,topic,requestbody))}, 
. 

}; 
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Handler Definition 
1. The Lambda function will process the intent invoked by user, create a request accordingly, and 

send it to the application for processing. Function parameter ‘requestbody’ of the intent handler 

will contain the application name string that user invoked.  The JSON format of the request is 

shown below for the Minimize function 

 

 

 
 

2. The handler function gets the value of slot “filename” from requestbody by calling 
getSlotString() function of framework. 

3. The handler function also gets the value of slot “position” from requestbody by calling 
getSlotString() function of framework. 

4. If the slot value the program gets for the “position” is ’maximize’ and the slot value for the 
“filename” is ’notepad’, the application should maximize the existing open Notepad window on 
the PC. 
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5. It calls the maximizeWindow() function of the ControlAppWindows class to maximize the 

requested window. If the slot is empty, the topmost window is maximized. 

 

Screen Shot 
The screen shot below represents applications arranged in a PC user-provided query of “Maximize 

Notepad”. The active Notepad application was maximized and shown to the user. 
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Arrange Windows - Minimize  
Similar to the Maximize command, the Minimize command will minimize the current (topmost) window, 

or minimize a specific application named by the user.  For example, a user may say, “Minimize Word,” 

and the Skill will minimize the open Microsoft Word windows. User can also say “Minimize all” to 

minimize all open windows. 

 

1. If the slot value the application  gets for the “position” is ’minimize’ and the slot value for the 
“filename” is ‘notepad’, the application will minimize the existing notepad window that’s 
opened on the PC. 
 

2. If the slot value is ’minimize,’ the Skill calls the minimizeWindow() function of the 

ControlAppWindows class to minimize the requested window. If the slot is empty, the topmost 

window is minimized. 

 

3. Based on the result, a speech string for output response is created and a response is built using 

buildResponse() function of the framework. 

 

 

Screen Shot 
The screen shot below represents applications arranged in the PC for a user-provided query of 

“Minimize Notepad.” This previously maximized Notepad application was moved to a minimized state. 
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Arrange Windows - Tile  
The Tile command will either tile open windows or tile windows of a specific application based 

on the slot command provided.  For example, a user may say, “Tile Word,” and the Skill will tile 

the open Word windows. The user can say, “Tile all,” and the Skill will tile all open windows.  If a 

slot command specifying an application name is not provided, the Skill will tile the topmost 12 

windows. 

 

1. If the slot value received for the “position” is ‘tile’ and the slot value for the “filename” is 
‘Microsoft Word’, the application should tile the existing Word windows that are open on the 
PC. 

2. The handler function gets the value of slot “filename” and “position” from requestbody by 
calling getSlotString() function of framework 
 

3. It calls the tileWindows() function of the ControlAppWindows class to tile the top four 

requested windows. If slot value of “filename” is empty, the top 12 windows are tiled. 

 

4. Based on the result, a speech string for output response is created and a response is built using 

buildResponse() function of the framework. 

 

Screen Shot 
The screen shot below represents top 12 applications arranged in a PC for the user-provided query of 

“Tile.” 
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Arrange Windows - Undo  
The Undo command reverts the most recent Arrange Windows Skill command. 

 

1. The Lambda function will process the intent invoked by the user, create a request accordingly, 

and send to the application for processing. The function parameter requestbody of the intent 

handler will contain the application name string that the user invoked. The JSON format of the 

request is shown below for the Undo function. 

 

 
 

2. If the slot value received for the “position” is ‘Undo, it calls the restoreSavedState() function of 
the ControlAppWindows class to undo the last action 

3. Based on the result, the speech string for output response is created and a response is built 
using buildResponse() function of the framework. 
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Code Snippet 
private string MinMaxTileUndo(string target, string topic, string requestbody) 
{ 
    object response = irc.ProgressDialog(requestbody); 
    if (response == null) 
    { 
        int result = 0; 
        string speechText = ""; 
        string position = irc.GetSlotString(requestbody, "position"); 
        string files = irc.GetSlotString(requestbody, "filename"); 
 
        if (string.Equals("Maximize", position, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
            result = winCTL.MaximizeWindow(files); 
        else if (string.Equals("Minimize", position, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
            result = winCTL.MinimizeWindow(files); 
        else if (string.Equals("Tile", position, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
            result = winCTL.TileWindows(files); 
        else if (string.Equals("Undo", position, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
        { 
            bool res = winCTL.RestoreSavedState(); 
            if (res == true) 
                speechText = string.Format("Last action reversed"); 
            else 
                speechText = string.Format("I am sorry.  I cannot undo the arrange-
ment."); 
        } 
        if (!string.Equals("Undo", position, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
        { 
            if (string.Equals("all", files, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
            { 
                if (result > 0) 
                    speechText = string.Format("Performed action " + position + " on " + 
files + " windows."); 
                else 
                    speechText = string.Format("I am sorry. I do not understand that."); 
 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                if (result > 0) 
                    speechText = string.Format("Performed action " + position + " on " + 
result + " " + files + " windows."); 
                else 
                    speechText = string.Format("I am sorry. I do not understand that."); 
            } 
 
        } 
        response = irc.BuildResponse(irc.GetSessionAttributes(requestbody), 
                            irc.BuildSpeechletResponse(topic, speechText, "", false)); 
    } 
    return (new JavaScriptSerializer()).Serialize(response); 
} 
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Arrange Windows – Side by Side, Top and Bottom, In Quadrants 
 

The Side by Side command allows users to arrange windows of up to two named application(s).  

Windows will be divided evenly in vertical bands across the screen. The intent slots provide the 

application name(s) the user wants displayed.  If no slot parameter is provided, then the topmost four 

windows are arranged. 

Intent  
First, create an intent in the AWS developer console site (https://developer.amazon.com) that will 

contain the sample utterances. 

Intent Name: ArrangeIntent 

Sample Utterances 
Create the sample utterances shown below where {app}, {appA}, {appB}, and {action} will be replaced 

by the user’s spoken word. 

arrange {app} {action} 
arrange {appA} and {appB} {action} 
arrange {action} 
 

Intent Slots 
Below is the slot name and type defined in the AWS developer console site. 

(https://developer.amazon.com). 

 

https://developer.amazon.com/
https://developer.amazon.com/
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Name: appA 
Type: AMAZON.SoftwareApplication 
 
Name: appB 
Type: AMAZON.SoftwareApplication 
 
Name: app 
Type: AMAZON.SoftwareApplication 
 
 
 
 
Name: action 
Type: LIST_OF_WIN_ACTIONS 
 
LIST_OF_WIN_ACTIONS is a custom slot and is defined as follows 
 
{ 
    "name": "LIST_OF_WIN_ACTIONS", 
    "values": [ 
        { 
            "name": { 
                "value": "in quadrants" 
            } 
        }, 
        { 
            "name": { 
                "value": "top and bottom" 
            } 
        }, 
        { 
            "name": { 
                "value": "side by side" 
            } 
        } 
    ] 
} 
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Handler Declaration 
Register the handler in which the request is being handled so that the framework calls the respective 

intent handler when the corresponding intent is triggered. The handler is being declared as below: 

 
private static Dictionary<string, Func<ManageWindowsPosition, string, string, string, string>> 
RequestHandlers = 
            new Dictionary<string, Func<ManageWindowsPosition, string, string, string, string>>() 
            { 

. 

. 
{ "ArrangeIntent",  ((thisObj, target, topic, requestbody) => 

thisObj.Arrange(target,topic,requestbody))}. 
}; 

 

 

Handler Definition 
1. The Lambda function will process the intent invoked by the user, create a request accordingly, 

and send to the application for processing. Function parameter requestbody of the intent 

handler will contain the application name string that the user invoked. The JSON format of the 

request is shown below for In Quadrants function. 
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2. The handler function gets the value of slots “app,” “appA,” and “appB” from requestbody by 
calling getSlotString() function of the framework. 

 
3. The handler function gets the value of slots “action” from requestbody by calling getSlotString() 

function of framework. 
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4. If the “appA” and “appB” slots contain value, and getslotString() of “action” gets ’side by side’ it 

calls ArrangeWindows() function of the ControlAppWindows class with action parameter set to 

‘Side by Side’ to arrange the top two windows of appA and appB. 

 

5. If the “app” slot contains value, for example ’Microsoft Word,’ it calls ArrangeWindows() 

function of the ControlAppWindows class to arrange the top four windows of running Word 

documents. 

 

6. If none of the slots contain value, it calls arrangeSideBySide() function of the 

ControlAppWindows class to arrange the top four windows. 

 

7. Based on the result, a speech string for output response is created and a response is built using 

buildResponse() function of the framework  

 

Screen Shot 
The screen shot below represents applications arranged in a PC for the user-provided query of “Arrange 

side by side.” 

 

 

The screen shot below represents applications arranged in a PC for the user-provided query of “Arrange 

Excel and PowerPoint side by side.” 
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Arrange Windows – Top and Bottom 
Similar to the Side by Side command, the Top and Bottom command allows users to arrange windows of 

up to two named applications.  The windows will be divided evenly in horizontal bands across the 

screen.  The intent slots provide the application names the user wants displayed.  If no slot parameter is 

provided then the topmost four windows are arranged. 

1. The Lambda function will process the intent invoked by the user, create a request accordingly, 

and send to the application for processing. Function parameter requestbody of the intent 

handler will contain the application name string that the user invoked. The JSON format of the 

request is as follows. 

 
2. The handler function gets the value of slots “app,” “appA,” and “appB” from requestbody by 

calling getSlotString() function of the framework. 
 

3. The handler function gets the value of slots “action” from requestbody by calling getSlotString() 
function of framework. 
 

4. If the “appA” and “appB” slots contain value, and getSlotString() of “action” gets ’Top and 

Bottom,’ it calls ArrangeWindows() function of the ControlAppWindows class with the action 

parameter set to ’Top and Bottom’ to arrange top two windows of appA and appB. 

 

5. If the “app” slot contains value, for example ’Microsoft Word,’ it calls ArrangeWindows() 

function of the ControlAppWindows class to arrange the top four windows of running Word 

documents. 

 

6. If none of the slots contain value, it calls ArrangeWindows () function of the 

ControlAppWindows class to arrange the top four windows. 

 

7. Based on the result, a speech string for output response is created and a response is built using 

buildResponse() function of the framework. 

 

Screen Shot 
The screen shot below represents applications arranged in a PC for the user-provided query of “Arrange 

top and bottom.” 
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Arrange Windows – In Quadrants  
The In Quadrants command allows users to arrange windows of up to two named applications into four 

evenly divided quadrants on the screen. The intent slots provide up to two application names the user 

wants displayed.  If no slot parameter is provided, then the topmost four windows are arranged. 

1. The Lambda function will process the intent invoked by user, create a request accordingly, and 

send it to the application for processing. Function parameter ‘requestbody’ of the intent handler 

will contain the application name string that the user invoked. The JSON format of the request is 

as follows. 

 
2. The handler function gets the value of slots “app,” “appA,” and “appB” from requestbody by 

calling getSlotString() function of the framework. 
 

3. The handler function gets the value of slots “action” from requestbody by calling getSlotString() 
function of the framework. 
 

4. If “appA” and “appB” slots contain value, and getslotString() of “action” gets ’In Quadrants,’ it 

calls ArrangeWindows() function of the ControlAppWindows class with the action parameter set 

to ’In Quadrants’ to arrange the top two windows of appA and appB in quadrants. 
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5. If “app” slot contains value, for example, ‘Microsoft Word,’ it calls ArrangeWindows () function 

of the ControlAppWindows class to arrange the top four windows of running Word documents 

in quadrants. 

6. If none of the slots contain value, it calls ArrangeWindows() function of the 

ControlAppWindows class to arrange the top four windows in quadrants. 

 

7. Based on the result, a speech string for output response is created and a response is built using 

buildResponse() function of the framework. 

 

Screen Shot 
The screen shot below represents four applications arranged in a PC for the user-provided query of 

“Arrange in quadrants.” 
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Code Snippet 
private string Arrange(string target, string topic, string requestbody) 
{ 
    object response = irc.ProgressDialog(requestbody); 
    if (response == null) 
    { 
        string speechText = ""; 
        string action = irc.GetSlotString(requestbody, "action"); 
        string app = irc.GetSlotString(requestbody, "app"); 
        string appA = irc.GetSlotString(requestbody, "appA"); 
        string appB = irc.GetSlotString(requestbody, "appB"); 
 
        if (string.Equals("in quadrants", action, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
        { 
            speechText = PerformArrange(app, appA, appB, ArrangeAction.DoQuadrants); 
        } 
        else if (string.Equals("top and bottom", action, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnore-
Case)) 
        { 
            speechText = PerformArrange(app, appA, appB, ArrangeAction.DoTopAndBottom); 
        } 
        else if (string.Equals("side-by-side", action, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnore-
Case) || 
            string.Equals("side by side", action, StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
        { 
            speechText = PerformArrange(app, appA, appB, ArrangeAction.DoSideBySide); 
        } 
 
        response = irc.BuildResponse(irc.GetSessionAttributes(requestbody), 
                            irc.BuildSpeechletResponse(topic, speechText, "", false)); 
    } 
    return (new JavaScriptSerializer()).Serialize(response); 
} 
 
private string PerformArrange(string application, string appA, string appB, ArrangeAction 
actionName) 
{ 
    int result = 0; 
    string speechText = ""; 
    if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(appA) && !string.IsNullOrEmpty(appB)) 
    { 
        string[] appNames = { appA, appB }; 
        result = winCTL.ArrangeWindows(actionName, appNames); 
        if (result > 0) 
            speechText = string.Format("Arranged " + result + " " + appA + " and " + appB 
+ " windows."); 
        else 
            speechText = string.Format("I'm sorry.  I cannot arrange those windows"); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        string applicationName = ""; 
        if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(application)) 
            applicationName = application; 
        else if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(appA)) 
            applicationName = appA; 
        else if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(appB)) 
            applicationName = appB; 
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ControlAppWindows Class 
 

The main functions from the ControlAppWindows class include: 

GetWindowsList  

Scans the number of windows open using the GetTopWindow() and GetNextWindow() 

functions and adds windows handle(HWND) to WindowsInfo list. 

It also checks for the applications that are in suspended state using getSuspendedAppPIDList() 

function by checking the state of the application’s threads. If more than half the threads of an 

application are suspended, the application is assumed to be in suspended state. This function 

excludes suspended applications, Program Manager application, and the current application 

from the list of windows. 

SaveCurrentState 

Receives the list of windows from the getWindowsList() function and uses that list to save the 

position information for every window in the stateInfo list. This function is called before 

executing any windows positioning function. 

RestoreSavedState 

Gets the position of every window from the stateInfo list and restores the position of every 

window. It gets invoked by the Undo command. 

MaximizeWindow: 

Gets the list of open windows and finds the window specified by input the parameter appName 

and maximizes it. If appName is empty, it selects and maximizes the topmost window. It returns 

the number of windows maximized. 

MinimizeWindow 

Gets the list of open windows and finds the window specified by input parameter appName and 

minimizes it. If appName is empty, it selects and minimizes the topmost window. It returns the 

number of windows minimized. 

ArrangeWindows () 

1. Quadrants: Finds the windows specified by the input parameter app and arranges its top 

four instances into four quadrants. If appName is empty, it arranges the top four 

applications into four quadrants. It returns the number of windows arranged in quadrants. 

 

2. Side By Side: Finds the windows specified by input parameter app and arranges its top four 

instances side by side. If app is empty, it arranges the top four application side by side. It 

returns the number of windows arranged side by side. 
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It finds the windows specified by the input parameter appA and appB and arranges the top 

two instances per application side by side. It returns the number of windows arranged side 

by side. 

 

3. Top And Bottom: Finds the windows specified by input parameter app and arranges its top 

four instances top and bottom. If app is empty, it arranges the top four applications top and 

bottom. It returns the number of windows arranged top and bottom. 

It finds the windows specified by the input parameter appA and appB and arranges the top 

two instances per application top and bottom. It returns the number of windows arranged 

top and bottom. 

TileWindows 

Finds the windows specified by the input parameter app and tiles the windows as follows: 

 If number of windows found is up to three, it arranges the windows side by side. 

 If number of windows found is four, it arranges the windows into four quadrants. 

 If appName is empty, it arranges the top 12 windows in tiles. 

It returns the number of windows tiled. 
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Conclusion 
This document helps user to understand Arrange Windows PC Skill Architecture and implementation 
flow using PC Skills Framework Library (PCSF). 
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